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ABSTRACT
Stellar feedback-driven outflows are important regulators of the gas-star formation cycle. However, resolving outflow physics
requires high resolution observations that can only be achieved in very nearby galaxies, making suitable targets rare. We present
the first results from the new VLT/MUSE large program MAUVE (MUSE and ALMA Unveiling the Virgo Environment), which
aims to understand the gas-star formation cycle within the context of the Virgo cluster environment. Outflows are a key part of this
cycle, and we focus on the peculiar galaxy NGC 4383, which hosts a ∼ 6 kpc bipolar outflow fuelled by one of Virgo’s most
H i-rich discs. The spectacular MUSE data reveal the clumpy structure and complex kinematics of the ionised gas in this M82-like
outflow at 100 pc resolution. Using the ionised gas geometry and kinematics we constrain the opening half-angle to 𝜃 = 25 − 35◦,
while the average outflow velocity is ∼ 210 km s−1. The emission line ratios reveal an ionisation structure where photoionisation
is the dominant excitation process. The outflowing gas shows a marginally elevated gas-phase oxygen abundance compared to the
disc but is lower than the central starburst, highlighting the contribution of mixing between the ejected and entrained gas. Making
some assumptions about the outflow geometry, we estimate an integrated mass outflow-rate of ∼ 1.8 M⊙ yr−1 and a corresponding
mass-loading factor in the range 1.7-2.3. NGC 4383 is a useful addition to the few nearby examples of well-resolved outflows, and
will provide a useful baseline for quantifying the role of outflows within the Virgo cluster.

Key words: galaxies: starburst – galaxies: star formation – galaxies: ISM

1 INTRODUCTION

Star formation in galaxies proceeds under a self-regulated balance of
accretion, consumption, and ejection of gas between the interstellar
medium (ISM), and the circumgalactic medium (CGM) and inter-
galactic medium (Sancisi et al. 2008; Lilly et al. 2013; Fraternali 2017;
Tumlinson et al. 2017; Wright et al. 2021; Saintonge & Catinella
2022). Feedback from star formation is a key physical mechanism for
this self regulation (e.g., Krumholz et al. 2018; McLeod et al. 2021;
Ostriker & Kim 2022; Egorov et al. 2023), and the signatures of star
formation-driven outflows are ubiquitous in star-forming galaxies (e.g.
Chen et al. 2010; Rubin et al. 2014; Arribas et al. 2014). Driven by the
winds of high mass stars and supernovae explosions, stellar feedback
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is responsible for dissociating molecular clouds and halting star forma-
tion locally (Jeffreson et al. 2021; Chevance et al. 2020; Barnes et al.
2023), and distributing heavy elements throughout galaxies. In more
extreme cases of galaxies with intense central bursts of star formation,
the resulting feedback can drive large outflows of metal-enriched
gas from the centres of galaxies far into their CGM (e.g., Heckman
et al. 2000; Tremonti et al. 2004; Borthakur et al. 2013; Chisholm
et al. 2018; Péroux et al. 2020). Understanding the physics of stellar
feedback-driven outflows, thus, is essential to completing our picture
of galaxy evolution.

Stellar feedback-driven outflows are commonly thought to be
generated by the spatial and temporal clustering of supernovae, which
each injects several M⊙ of material with 𝐸 ∼ 1051 erg into the
surrounding ISM (e.g. Chevalier & Clegg 1985; Nguyen et al. 2023).
These supernovae drive expanding bubbles of hot gas, which break
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out from the disc vertically due to the stratified structure of the ISM
in disc galaxies (e.g., Cooper et al. 2008; Fielding et al. 2017, 2018;
Orr et al. 2022). During its expansion this hot gas sweeps up and
entrains the cooler phases of the ISM, increasing the mass of ejected
gas (mass-loading) and carrying it into the CGM (e.g., Thompson
et al. 2016; Gronke & Oh 2018, 2020; Schneider et al. 2020). Thus,
outflows are inherently multiphase (see the reviews by Rupke 2018;
Veilleux et al. 2020), where the majority of the outflow energy is
contained within a hot (𝑇 > 106 K) volume filling phase, while the
mass is carried by colder (𝑇 ≲ 104 K) neutral atomic and molecular
gas entrained in the outflow (Leroy et al. 2015; Martín-Fernández
et al. 2016; Kim & Ostriker 2018; Yuan et al. 2023). Subsequently,
outflows are observed in emission in X-rays (e.g., Lehnert et al. 1999;
Hodges-Kluck et al. 2020) and cold gas tracers like CO, neutral atomic
hydrogen (H i), and dust (e.g., Seaquist & Clark 2001; Meléndez et al.
2015; Leroy et al. 2015; Martini et al. 2018; Stuber et al. 2021), while
the mixing and cooling of these phases gives rise to nebular emission
lines through the ultraviolet, optical, and infrared (e.g. Veilleux et al.
1994; Fogarty et al. 2012; Ho et al. 2016; Cicone et al. 2018; Davies
et al. 2019; Rupke et al. 2023). Gas ejected by outflows is also detected
in absorption against bright background UV and optical sources (e.g.,
Hota & Saikia 2005; Weiner et al. 2009; Erb et al. 2012; Avery et al.
2022), enabling their easier study to higher redshift and galactocentric
radii.

Despite their multiwavelength signatures, the physics of outflows
has remained hard to constrain. Absorption line studies have been
essential for establishing and testing the dependence (or lack thereof)
of the gas velocity and mass loading factor (the rate of outflowing
gas mass normalised by the current star-formation rate, SFR: 𝜂𝑀 =
¤𝑀out/SFR) on host galaxy properties such as stellar mass, SFR, and

circular velocity (e.g., Martin 2005; Kornei et al. 2012; Chisholm
et al. 2015; Heckman & Borthakur 2016; Xu et al. 2022). However,
they contain little to no spatially resolved information, which carries
the signatures of the details of outflow physics. The morphology and
multiphase structure of the gas within outflows is sensitive to the
ISM conditions around their launching sites (e.g., Creasey et al. 2013;
Girichidis et al. 2016; Fielding et al. 2018), the details of mixing and
ISM entrainment (e.g., Ji et al. 2019; Hu 2019; Schneider et al. 2020;
Fielding & Bryan 2022), the influence of magnetic fields and cosmic
rays (e.g., Sparre et al. 2020; Lopez-Rodriguez et al. 2021; Armillotta
et al. 2022; Peschken et al. 2023; Rathjen et al. 2023).

Spatially resolving outflows however, presents its own challenges.
Their diffuse nature means that they are much fainter than their host
galaxies, requiring many hours on the most sensitive telescopes to
detect and characterise. Further, observing sufficiently small scales to
study the interactions between their multiphase components requires
high resolution observations of nearby objects, making suitable
systems rare. For these reasons, our observational understanding
of the spatially resolved nature of outflows has been limited to a
few nearby systems. M 82 is the archetypal example of a central
starburst-driven outflow, and subsequently has been the subject of
numerous multiwavelength studies (e.g., Shopbell & Bland-Hawthorn
1998; Walter et al. 2002b; Veilleux et al. 2009; Leroy et al. 2015;
Martini et al. 2018; Yuan et al. 2023). Other nearby systems include
the narrow outflow from NGC 253 (e.g., Ulrich 1978; Bolatto et al.
2013; Walter et al. 2017; Krieger et al. 2019; Lopez et al. 2023),
the hourglass-shaped and collisionally excited wind in the early-type
starburst NGC 1482 (e.g., Veilleux & Rupke 2002; Hota & Saikia
2005; Vagshette et al. 2012; Salak et al. 2020) and several nearby dwarf
galaxies (e.g., Meurer et al. 1992; Walter et al. 2002a; McQuinn et al.
2019; Egorov et al. 2021; Marasco et al. 2023); while slightly more
distant examples are beginning to be resolved (e.g., Rich et al. 2010;

Cameron et al. 2021; Reichardt Chu et al. 2022b,a; McPherson et al.
2023). Regardless, every new spatially resolved-outflow added to the
list adds significant new information for improving our understanding
of outflow physics.

In this paper, we present the first results of the MUSE and ALMA
Unveiling the Virgo Environment (MAUVE) survey, a new ESO
large program targeting Virgo cluster galaxies with the Multi Unit
Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE, Bacon et al. 2010) on the VLT.
Combined with H i data from the VIVA1 survey (Chung et al. 2009),
molecular gas from the VERTICO2 survey (Brown et al. 2021),
and the rich multiwavelength coverage afforded by Virgo being our
nearest galaxy cluster (e.g., York et al. 2000; Davies et al. 2010;
Urban et al. 2011; Boselli et al. 2011, 2018b), MAUVE will provide a
comprehensive view of the physical nature of star formation quenching
in galaxy clusters. Our analysis focuses on the MUSE observations
of a pilot program target, NGC 4383, which hosts a massive bipolar
outflow of ionised gas. We describe our target in the next section
(§1.1), and our observations, data reduction, and measurement of
the data products in §2. In §3 we present the outflow geometry and
kinematics, estimate the metallicity of the outflow, and the mass
of outflowing gas, before placing NGC 4383 in context with the
literature and concluding in §4. Throughout this work we assume that
NGC 4383 is at the distance of Virgo, 16.5 Mpc (Mei et al. 2007),
which corresponds to a spatial resolution of 80 pc per arcsecond.

1.1 NGC 4383

NGC 4383 is an intermediate-mass galaxy (log(𝑀★/M⊙) = 9.44,
Leroy et al. 2019) in the Virgo cluster, located ∼ 1.25 Mpc (4.3 deg in
projection, Yoon et al. 2017) North-East of M 87, just inside the 𝑅200
radius of Virgo (1.55 Mpc, McLaughlin 1999; Ferrarese et al. 2012).
Its position on the phase-space diagram suggests that the galaxy is
on its first infall into the cluster (Boselli et al. 2023). At first glance
it is an unremarkable object, and in Fig. 1a, we show a Digitised
Sky Survey 𝑟-band image, which reveals a relatively smooth and
featureless galaxy. Morphological classifications have been uncertain,
varying between an Sa galaxy with peculiar features (de Vaucouleurs
et al. 1991) and an S0 (Trentham & Hodgkin 2002), while Balzano
(1983) first identified the central starburst. The SFR from the 𝑧 = 0
Multiwavelength Galaxy Synthesis catalogue (𝑧0MGS, Leroy et al.
2019) estimated from UV+IR emission is 1.02 M⊙ yr−1, placing it
0.56 dex or ∼ 1.6𝜎 above the locus of the star-forming main-sequence
defined in that paper (see their equation 19). This galaxy does not
host an active galactic nucleus (see also § 3.4 below).

More recent imaging surveys began to reveal the intriguing nature
of NGC 4383. In Fig. 1b, we show a 𝑔𝑟𝑧 colour image from the DESI3
Legacy Survey database (Dey et al. 2019), which reveals a clear dust
lane and a very bright central component. To the North of the stellar
body, there is an extension of blue knots that are much brighter in the
near-UV (Fig. 1c) and are clear evidence of star formation occurring
outside the main body of the galaxy (e.g., Thilker et al. 2007). Given
NGC 4383’s infalling status into Virgo, these knots are reminiscent of
star formation occasionally seen in the ram-pressure stripped tails of
cluster galaxies (e.g., Cortese et al. 2007; Yamagami & Fujita 2011;
Vulcani et al. 2018; Poggianti et al. 2019; Cortese et al. 2021; Boselli
et al. 2022; George et al. 2022).

However, the picture becomes even more complex once the neutral

1 VLA Imaging of Virgo spirals in Atomic gas.
2 Virgo Environment Traced in CO.
3 Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument.
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MAUVE: The ionised gas outflow of NGC4383 3

Figure 1. A historical and multiwavelength view of NGC 4383. a) Digitised Sky Survey 𝑟-band optical image (Palomar 103aE filter centred on 6400 Å). North is
up, east is left. b) DESI 𝑔𝑟𝑧 three-colour image from the Legacy Sky Survey. The outline of our MUSE pointings is shown with thin white lines. c) GALEX
(Martin et al. 2005) NUV image. d) H i contours from the VLA/VIVA (Chung et al. 2009) survey overlaid on a DESI colour image (note the larger field-of-view of
this image compared to the previous ones). Levels are log(ΣH i/M⊙ pc−2 ) = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1. A seemingly unremarkable object at first glance, NGC 4383
hosts a central starburst and a prominent dust lane, a tail of H ii regions, and a massive, extended H i disc.

gas is considered. In Fig. 1d, we show H i observations from the
VIVA survey, which revealed that NGC 4383 hosts one of the most
extended H i discs in Virgo, reaching over four times the optical size
(𝑅H i/𝑅25th,B = 4.2) with a total mass of log(𝑀H i/M⊙) = 9.46. The
morphology of the H i disc does not support a ram-pressure origin for
the Northern star-forming knots. Instead, the star-formation regions
align with the extended higher column density H i (the second-highest
contour, log(ΣH i/M⊙ pc−2) = 0.75, in Fig. 1d), suggesting that they
may just be Hii regions forming in the high density parts of the spiral
arms of the cold gas disc. However, at this stage, a recent interaction
cannot be ruled out.

Koopmann & Kenney (2004) were perhaps the first to suggest that

NGC 4383 might host an outflow, as they noted bipolar filamentary
structures in their H𝛼 narrow-band image, and the H𝛼 image from the
VESTIGE4 (Boselli et al. 2018a) survey shows the bipolar outflow
morphology clearly (see VCC 801 in figure B.1 of Boselli et al. 2023).
Rubin et al. (1999) found evidence for non-circular motions in the
central regions from H𝛼 long-slit spectroscopy, while Chung et al.
(2009) noted distinct variation in the position angle of the H i disc
between the gas inside the stellar component and the outer parts.
Further, the Eastern side shows some H i kinematic anomalies and

4 A Virgo Environmental Survey Tracing Ionised Gas Emission.
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an H i cloud outside the disc, suggesting a possible interaction or
accretion event. The dwarf galaxy 2.5 arcmin SW of NGC 4383 that
can be seen in Fig. 1, UGC 7504 (VCC 794), is the most likely
candidate for a gravitational interaction. While (Koopmann & Kenney
2004; Chung et al. 2009) rejected this hypothesis due to a claimed
line-of-sight velocity offset of 800 km s−1 from NGC 4383, more
recent spectroscopic observations (Abazajian et al. 2009; Toloba
et al. 2014) indicate a line-of-sight velocity offset smaller than 100
km s−1. Thus, at this stage, it remains unclear if, and to what degree,
NGC 4383 has experienced a recent interaction with a companion.

2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

We carried out our observations with the MUSE integral field spectro-
graph, mounted at the Unit Telescope 4 of the Very Large Telescope at
the ESO Paranal Observatory in Chile. MUSE was configured with the
Wide Field Mode and nominal wavelength range set up, which ensure
a field of view of ∼ 60 arcsec2, a spatial scale of 0.2 arcsec/pixel, a
spectral sampling of 1.25 Å/pixel, and a nominal spectral resolution
(FWHM) of 2.5 Å at 7000 Å. We observed NGC 4383 with three
MUSE pointings, two above and below the stellar disc targeting the
extra-planar H𝛼 emission and one targeting the northern star-forming
knots. These pointings are overlaid on a DESI optical image in Fig. 1b.
The North West (NW) and South East (SE) extra-planar pointings
were observed during 2021 in a partially completed pilot program (PI
Cortese, ID: 105.208Y), while the third tail pointing was observed
as part of the MAUVE large program (PIs Catinella & Cortese, ID:
110.244E).

The total MUSE data collected constitutes 2.7h on-source time,
3x750s exposures in the NW, 6x750s exposures in the SE (2 observing
blocks), and 4x750s exposures in the tail. The maximum seeing
measured at VLT4 during the nights of our observations was a
full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of 1.3 arcsec. At the assumed
Virgo distance the MUSE spaxels subtend 16 pc/spaxel, while the
seeing corresponds to a spatial resolution of 100 pc. Data reduction
was performed with esorex version 3.13.6 using the MUSE data
reduction scripts (DRS) version 2.8.7 (Weilbacher et al. 2020). We
used the data reduction approach presented in Emsellem et al. (2022),
making use of version 2.24.7 of the pymusepipe5 python wrapper for
esorex, which includes additional procedures for exposure alignment
and background flux calibration. We describe our adopted workflow
below.

First, pymusepipe runs the MUSE DRS recipes up to and including
muse_scibasic to remove the instrumental signature from the science
and sky exposures and construct the sky spectrum. We constructed the
sky continuum spectrum and identified the location of sky emission
lines using the 60 per cent darkest spaxels in the dedicated sky
exposures for each observing block (OB), but always re-fitted the
sky line fluxes on each individual exposure (-skymethod=model).
Additionally, pymusepipe uses muse_scipost along with optical filter
curves to create non-sky-subtracted flattened images. These images are
used alongside background imaging to compute exposure alignment
solutions and flux calibration adjustments. Background images were
created using SDSS 𝑟-band and DESI 𝑟-band filters as we split our
workflow’s alignment and flux adjustment steps. In particular, we
used SDSS imaging for flux calibration, but testing indicated that
better alignment solutions were achieved with the more recent and
higher resolution DESI imaging. The SDSS background image was

5 https://pypi.org/project/pymusepipe/

sourced using the SDSS DR9 mosaic tool, and the DESI image using
a Legacy survey download URL6.

Alignment is the workflow’s next step, and pymusepipe uses
an optical flow algorithm to compute the pixel-by-pixel difference
between flattened MUSE images and background reference imaging.
These differences are used to compute the positional and rotational
shifts required to align the MUSE exposures with the background
imaging. We inspected the output diagnostic plots and found that the
alignment solution almost always needed manual adjustment. There
is a stable (proper motion 0.42 mas/yr) Gaia star7 in the overlap of
all three pointings, so we manually adjusted the frames to match this
star in the background imaging. Most additional adjustments were
within 4 pixels, or 0.8 arcsec. Although we aligned on this single point
source, we also noted good agreement between the stellar continuum
and the locations of the Northern H ii regions between the MUSE and
background imaging.

After computing the alignment solution, pymusepipe estimates
the residual sky background and a flux calibration correction by
comparing the flux in the MUSE flattened images with the reference
background imaging. As described in Emsellem et al. (2022), this
method assumes that the difference between the signal-free MUSE
spaxels and the sky-subtracted reference image is due to residual sky
emission in the MUSE cube, while flux differences are due to flux
calibration uncertainties.

The third step runs muse_scipost to subtract the sky background
after applying the normalisation and flux calibration derived in step 2
to the spectra in a wavelength-independent way. pymusepipe defines
a global World Coordinate System (WCS) grid that encapsulates all
OBs in the dataset, and datacubes are constructed from each exposure
using this WCS. Lastly, the individual exposure cubes are mosaiced
into a datacube on this common WCS grid. The spaxels are first
sigma clipped using a 5-iteration median absolute deviation and then
combined with an exposure-weighted mean.

We characterised the stellar continuum emission using the ppxf
(penalised pixel fitting, Cappellari 2017, 2022) full spectral fitting
routine. The spectra were de-redshifted, and the continuum signal-
to-noise computed as 𝑆/𝑁cont =

med( 𝑓𝜆 )
med( 𝑓err,𝜆 ) in the wavelength range

5300 − 5500 Å, where 𝑓𝜆 is the observed spectrum and 𝑓err,𝜆 is
the square-root of the MUSE variance spectrum. Before spatially
binning the spectra, we created a spatial mask to encapsulate the main
stellar component of the galaxy. In this way, we avoided generating
large spatial bins from spaxels with a weak or absent underlying
continuum that would instead be dominated by sky emission. We
smoothed a map of 𝑆/𝑁cont with a 3-arcsec (15 spaxels) box filter
and selected the contour corresponding to 𝑆/𝑁cont = 1.5 as the
mask. All spaxels within this mask were binned to 𝑆/𝑁cont = 40
using the Voronoi adaptive spatial binning method (Cappellari &
Copin 2003), and we logarithmically re-binned the spectra using the
ppxf_utils.log_rebin() function, which resulted in a velocity scale
of 57 km s−1.

We masked 400 km s−1 regions around the expected positions of
residual sky emission lines and all bright nebular emission lines.
We tested that this approach is more reliable and robust than fitting
simultaneously gas emission and stellar continuum. We also masked
the 𝜆 = 5890, 5896 Å Sodium absorption doublet feature as it can be
contaminated by ISM absorption, especially in galaxies containing
cool outflows. We used 72 MILES8 (Vazdekis et al. 2015) simple

6 https://www.legacysurvey.org/dr9/description/
7 Gaia DR3 object 3946001070056318592
8 Medium resolution INT Library of Empirical Spectra
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stellar population templates with ages = (0.05, 0.08, 0.15, 0.25, 0.40,
0.60, 1.0, 1.75, 3.0, 5.0, 8.5, 13.5) Gyr and metallicities [M/H] =
(−1.49, −0.96,−0.35, 0.06, 0.26, 0.4), selected to best compromise
between low metallicity coverage and young populations within
the MILES SAFE ranges. The templates were convolved with the
wavelength-dependent line spread function (LSF) of the MUSE data
using the parameterisation given in equation 8 of Bacon et al. (2017)
before being logarithmically binned to the same wavelength channels
as the observed spectra.

We fit the binned spectra with ppxf over the wavelength range
4800 − 7000 Å including multiplicative polynomials (since we focus
on emission lines only) of order 12 and four stellar kinematic moments
(𝑉stellar,𝜎stellar, h3,stellar, h4,stellar), and input the MUSE 𝑓err,𝜆 spectra
as the noise estimate. We used these fits to create an emission-line-
only datacube, which we used to derive emission-line data products
with higher spatial resolution. Spaxels within Voronoi bins had their
continuum subtracted by rescaling the best fit binned spectrum by
the ratio of the integrated emission in the 5300 − 5500 Å wavelength
range, and unbinned spectra were left unaltered.

2.1 Emission line measurements

Ionised gas originating from different physical components with
different line-of-sight velocity distributions is often modelled with
multiple Gaussian components. However, the coarse channel width
(1.25 Å or ∼ 57 km s−1 at H𝛼) and spectral resolution (FWHM∼
2.54 Å or 116 km s−1 at H𝛼 from the LSF) of MUSE means that
many of these components will be blended, and while individual
emission lines show evidence of non-Gaussian structure, separating
them and assigning them physical meanings becomes difficult. Instead,
using the data cubes with the stellar contribution already subtracted,
we constructed source masks to create line-only subcubes for the
H𝛽, [Oiii]4959, [Oiii]5007, H𝛼, [Nii]6548, [Nii]6583, [Sii]6716, and
[Sii]6731 emission lines, which we then analysed individually.

First, to remove any residual continuum emission, we fit a second-
order polynomial baseline within a 1500 km s−1 region around the
expected rest-frame wavelength of each emission line after sigma
clipping the spectrum using a two sigma threshold. We then created
emission line masks using a method similar to Leroy et al. (2021).
A primary mask was defined as channels with signal 𝑆/𝑁𝜆 > 3.5,
which isolates bright emission, while the secondary mask is defined
as regions of at least three channels with 𝑆/𝑁𝜆 > 1.5 and selects
fainter emission. The final emission line mask was defined as all
secondary mask regions, provided they also contain a primary mask
region.

The integrated flux and flux uncertainty of each emission line was
measured by integrating the observed and noise spectra within the
final mask region. We also measured the line-of-sight velocity and
velocity dispersion by computing the flux-weighted first and second
moments of each emission line. Unless otherwise stated, we do not
correct the velocity dispersion for LSF broadening.

3 PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE
OUTFLOW

3.1 The NGC 4383 outflow

3.2 Spatial binning and spectral fitting

In Fig. 2, we present the integrated H𝛼 emission line map of NGC 4383
with no binning, showing that emission is detected nearly everywhere
in the datacube, especially outside the optical extent of the galaxy

(black contour, 𝑟-band 25th mag arcsec-2). This image reveals the
clumpy structures in the warm ionised gas, such as chimneys and shell-
like features, seen also in previous narrow-band imaging (Koopmann
& Kenney 2004; Boselli et al. 2023), which suggested the presence
of a bipolar outflow.

In Fig. 3, we show channel maps of H𝛼 emission highlighting the
complex velocity structure of the outflow even with the ∼ 57 km s−1

channel width sizes. Blue-shifted emission appears first on the SW
side of the datacube, just above the receding major axis of the galaxy.
The outflow emission then creeps Northerly while the bright H ii
regions on the approaching side of the disc begin to appear. Emission
begins to fill the datacube as we cross the centre of the H𝛼 line, and
the chimneys and shells become visible both above and below the
stellar component. The H ii regions fade as the receding side of the
disc dominates the redshifted channels, plus the brightest shell of
the outflow in the NW and the chimneys in the SE. These structures
remain until the last of the redshifted emission traces the outflow to
the East of the galaxy centre, opposite to the first channel.

The overlap of these different velocity structures results in the
complex 𝑉H𝛼 map in the bottom left of Fig. 2. The signature of the
differential rotating disc is evident in the ∼ 200 km s−1 transition
from approaching (blue) to receding (red) emission roughly N to S
in the datacube, which traces the optical major axis. Off the major
axis, however, the presence of a coherent rotational velocity structure
breaks down. Instead, the gas exhibits nearly ∼ 200 km s−1 transitions
within just a few spaxels, and these off-axis velocity structures agree
well with the locations of chimneys and shells in the 𝐹H𝛼 map.

The complex outflow kinematics are also apparent in the 𝜎H𝛼

map (bottom right). In the central regions along the major axis and
the Northern H ii regions, the (uncorrected) velocity dispersion is
close to our instrumental limit (LSF 𝜎 ∼ 50 km s−1 at H𝛼). Outside
these regions, the velocity dispersion rises sharply and in excess
of 130 km s−1 in some spaxels, a clear indication of more complex
kinematics and potentially the presence of multiple line-of-sight
velocity components in each spaxel.

We note that the complex velocity structure is clearer in both the
𝑉H𝛼 map and the 𝜎H𝛼 map on NW side of the galaxy. Additionally,
we note that computing the Balmer decrement (not shown here)
reveals that extinction values are larger on the Eastern side of the
galaxy. These observations suggest that the less-obscured NW half is
tilted toward us. In contrast, the SE half is directed away and partly
obscured by the galaxy’s disc, making its velocity structure less clear
and the emission more extincted. This geometry is also supported by
the dust lanes in the main body of the galaxy, which are shifted to
the SE (Fig. 1b) We assume this orientation for the remainder of the
paper.

3.3 Outflow geometry and velocity

Determining the geometry and kinematics of the outflow is useful for
constraining how the outflow is being launched and the nature of its
interaction with the CGM, or even the intracluster medium (ICM) in
this case if the hot halo has already been swept away. NGC 4383 is
not a (nearly) edge-on system like other examples of well-resolved
ionised gas outflows, but the galaxy’s stellar component is inclined
56◦ on the sky9 (Brown et al. 2021). Subsequently, each spaxel
contains a mixture of disc and outflow emissions that are difficult to

9 Estimated from 𝑟-band isophote fitting, which can have large uncertainties.
Within 0.5 − 3 × 𝑅50,𝑟 the isophote ellipticity varies between 0.4 − 0.5,
corresponding to inclinations of 54◦ − 62◦.
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Figure 2. Derived H𝛼 emission line properties. The main panel shows our integrated H𝛼 flux map in units of 10−20erg s−1 cm−2, with the DESI 𝑟-band
25th mag arcsec−2 isophote overlaid in black. The bottom two panels show the H𝛼 flux-weighted first moment (line-of-sight velocity, left) and second moment
(velocity dispersion, right). All panels highlight the complex and clumpy distribution and motions of the H𝛼 gas in the galaxy. The top panel shows chimneys and
shells associated with the bipolar outflow, while the bottom two panels show the multiple line-of-sight velocity components within outflow-dominated spaxels
outside the galaxy’s major axis.MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2023)
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Figure 3. H𝛼 channel maps. The first panel shows a DESI three-colour image (with thin white lines indicating the outlines of the MUSE pointings), and the
remaining ten show spaxel maps from the continuum-subtracted datacube, increasing in wavelength across the H𝛼 line. The white/black contour shows the DESI
𝑟-band 25th mag arcsec−2 isophote. The central wavelength and corresponding line-of-sight velocity of each spaxel map are given in the top right of each panel.
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separate with the limited MUSE velocity resolution. This blending
of emission lines also means that we cannot reliably determine the
outflow opening angle using the line-splitting approach (except in
isolated cases, which we describe below) commonly used in other
works (e.g., Westmoquette et al. 2008; Leroy et al. 2015; Martini et al.
2018). Instead, we determine the opening half-angle using a variation
of the geometric method introduced by McPherson et al. (2023).

First, we binned the datacube to increase the 𝑆/𝑁H𝛼 above the
native-resolution data products. We applied the Voronoi binning
method with a target of 𝑆/𝑁H𝛼 = 10, assuming non-detected spaxels
had 𝐹H𝛼 = 0.5𝐹err,H𝛼 (i.e., a maximum of 20 spaxels per bin).
Spectra from the continuum-subtracted cube were combined using
these new Voronoi bins, and the properties of the emission lines were
re-measured in each bin using the same procedure described above in
§2.1. We used elevated 𝜎H𝛼 regions to identify spaxels dominated
by outflow emission. We overlaid contours of 𝜎H𝛼 smoothed with a
3-arcsec square kernel (15 pixels) on the binned 𝜎H𝛼 map. Contours
enclosing the outflow regions were visually selected in NW and SE
regions using the conditions that 1) they reasonably enclosed the
off-plane regions of elevated velocity dispersion and 2) they did not
cross through the disc.

This process is demonstrated in Fig. 4, with outflow-enclosing
contours shown in cyan, corresponding to a velocity dispersion of
𝜎H𝛼 = 77.5 km s−1. We note that due to the increased size of the
spatial bins, some of the 𝜎H𝛼 values can be artificially elevated.
Regardless, our choice of contours is supported by their enclosing
the clumpy, off-plane flux distribution and the regions of anomalous
𝑉H𝛼. Our metallicity analysis in §3.4 also supports our choice.

The outflow-dominated emission extends to the corners of the
datacube, allowing us to place a lower limit on the extent of the
outflow above the plane of the disc. The most distant spaxel in the NW
outflow is 4.91 projected kpc (61.4 arcsec) above the galaxy’s major
axis. Correcting by 1/sin(𝑖) assuming the outflow is perpendicular
to the disc, the detected outflow emission extends at least 5.94 kpc
above the galaxy.

To measure the outflow opening half-angle, we fit straight lines
(𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐) to the edges of the NW and SE outflows after rotating
the galaxy by its stellar PA=107.5◦, which we show in the left panel of
Fig. 5. We do not fit the NE contour due to being poorly constrained
at the cube’s edge. Assuming the outflow is launched perpendicular
to the plane of the stellar disc, the opening half-angle of the outflow
is then given by 𝜃 = 90 − arctan(𝑚/sin(𝑖)). We find a range of
𝜃 = 32 − 39◦ and report the estimate for each fit in the bottom right
corner of Fig. 5, with the super- and sub-scripts corresponding to
the uncertainty originating from a ±5◦ variation around the assumed
inclination of 𝑖 = 56◦, and note the good agreement between all
estimates.

As an independent check on this estimate, we searched the
continuum-subtracted cube at native resolution for individual cases
of line splitting. We found some isolated cases of line splitting, typi-
cally in regions where the average line-of-sight kinematics (Fig. 2)
transitions between approaching and receding, and selected exam-
ples close to the minor axis to remove influence of any residual
rotational velocity carried by the ejected gas (visible parallel to the
minor axis, e.g., Leroy et al. 2015; McPherson et al. 2023) on the
centroids of lines. These cases are shown in the right panels of
Fig. 5, with the colours showing their spatial extraction locations
in the left panel. To determine more accurate centroids, we fit two
Gaussian components to the spectra, and using the simple geometric
arguments presented in Appendix A, the outflow opening half-angle
is estimated as 𝜃 = 22 − 28◦. On average, these values are smaller
than calculated from straight line fits presented earlier but consistent

Figure 4. Definition of outflow-dominated regions. Panels show the Voronoi
binned H𝛼 emission line map (top), 𝑉H𝛼 (middle) and 𝜎H𝛼 (bottom). The
cyan contour in all panels corresponds to 𝜎H𝛼 = 77.5 km s−1, which we use
to separate the regions dominated by outflow emission. The cyan contour
encloses the shells and clumpy structures associated with the outflow in the
𝐹H𝛼 map, and the associated regions of anomalous 𝑉H𝛼 and elevated 𝜎H𝛼.
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Figure 5. Outflow opening half-angle (𝜃) measurements. Left: Contours defining the outflow-dominated emission overlaid on the binned H𝛼 flux map. Red, blue,
and orange lines show the linear fits used to estimate 𝜃 . The inclination-corrected estimates for 𝜃 are given in the bottom right corner in their corresponding
colour, all of which agree well. Right: Spectra that exhibit line splitting, extracted from the like-coloured apertures (enlarged by 3×) in the NW region of the
outflow in the left panel. Dashed lines represent the two Gaussian fits to each spectrum, and the derived outflow velocity and opening half-angle are quoted in the
top left corner of each panel. In both panels, variations in 𝜃 and 𝑣out due to a change in inclination of ±5◦ are given as superscripts and subscripts Across all
methods, 𝜃 is constrained to 22◦ − 39◦, with outflow velocities in the range 184 − 246 km s−1.

within the reported uncertainties, giving us confidence that in these
cases of line-splitting, there must be a minimal contribution from disc
emission and the spatial mask defined above is reliably separating disc
and outflow-dominated regions. Taking the average value from the
two methods, the opening half-angle of the outflow is 𝜃 = 25 − 35◦.

Using the kinematics of the line-splitting, we estimated an intrinsic
(i.e., corrected for inclination) outflow velocity in the range 𝑣out =
184 − 246 km s−1 (average 210 km s−1), with no clear trend with
increasing height above the disc. These values apply to the bulk of the
gas in a given line of sight, so we also estimate the maximum outflow
velocity in a given sight line as 𝑣max = 𝑣out + 2𝜎 where 𝜎 is the LSF
broadening-corrected standard deviation of the fit to the blue-shifted
component. Using this approach, we find maximum outflow velocities
in the range 𝑣max = 250 − 340 km s−1 (average of 300 km s−1).

These values can also provide some insights into whether the
outflowing gas is primarily energy- or momentum-driven. Using
our extinction-corrected 𝐹H𝛼 emission line map, we computed the
SFR surface densities within 𝑅50,𝑟 , and found a range of values of
logΣSFR [M⊙ yr−1kpc−2] = [−1.5, 0.9] with an integrated value of
logΣSFR = −0.27. Simply assuming that our maximum (340 km s−1)
and minimum (250 km s−1) 𝑣max are driven by the largest and smallest
ΣSFR respectively, the NGC 4383 outflow agrees with the average trend
of the data points in Figure 4 of Reichardt Chu et al. (2022a), making
it more consistent with an energy-driven outflow accelerated by super-
novae feedback. For example, for logΣSFR [M⊙ yr−1kpc−2] ∼ 0.9,
maximum velocities expected the radiation pressure-driven outflows
exceed our observed values by a factor of a few. However, as the
average ΣSFR and outflow velocities measured for NGC4383 lie in
the region of parameter space where the momentum- (Murray et al.
2011) and energy-driven (Chen et al. 2010) models overlap, at this
stage we cannot exclude that radiation pressure is playing a role here.

To test if any of the outflowing gas will escape the galaxy, we
adopted the simple, spherically symmetric isothermal sphere approxi-

mation to estimate the escape velocity, 𝑣esc ≈ 3𝑣circ (e.g., Veilleux
et al. 2020). The integrated H i spectrum of NGC 4383 is regular
and shows no signs of disturbance, so we use the circular velocity
𝑣circ = 140 km s−1 calculated using half spectral profile width mea-
sured at 20 per cent of the peak flux, and corrected for inclination.
Considering our 𝑣out estimates, the bulk of the gas in the outflow
likely will not escape the galaxy’s potential.

Last, we note that solving for 𝑦 = 0 from our linear fits to the NW
outflow, we derive an outflow base width of 1.70 kpc (21.2 arcsec),
which suggests a wide-based outflow better described with a frustum
geometry than a cone. Interestingly, the three brightest central H ii
regions span a major axis length of 1.96 kpc (24.5 arcsec), close to the
derived outflow base. Both these values are close to twice the 𝑟-band
effective radius, 2 × 𝑅50,𝑟 = 1.77 kpc (22.2 arcsec). Comparatively,
the central starburst in M 82 has diameter ∼ 1 kpc (Kennicutt 1998)
while H i kinematic modelling of M 82 suggests an outflow base
diameter of ∼ 2 kpc (Martini et al. 2018).

3.4 Ionisation and metallicity of the disc and outflow

Using the outflow masks defined in the previous section, we can
compare the physical conditions in the ISM between the disk- and
outflow-dominated regions. To ensure sufficient signal-to-noise in all
relevant lines, we Voronoi-binned the datacube again, this time to a
minimum 𝑆/𝑁H𝛽 = 10, and re-measured the emission line values in
each bin. Additionally, we corrected the emission lines for extinction
using a Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction curve with 𝑅𝑉 = 3.1 and
assuming an intrinsic Balmer line ratio of 𝐹H𝛼/𝐹H𝛽 = 2.83. In
Fig. 6, we show [Oiii]5007/H𝛽 versus [Nii]6583/H𝛼 and [Sii]/H𝛼

BPT (Baldwin et al. 1981) diagrams, highlighting the bright star-
forming regions in the centre (within 1 𝑅50,𝑟 ) in the top row, and the
entire galaxy in the bottom row. Spaxels in the top row are colour-
coded by their [Oiii]5007/H𝛽 ratio, while the bottom row they are
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Figure 6. Spatially resolved BPT diagrams. The left column shows the spatial distribution of spaxels in the galaxy centre (within 1 𝑅50,𝑟 , top row), and the
entire galaxy (bottom row). The middle and right columns show [Nii]6583/H𝛼 and [Sii]/H𝛼 vs [Oiii]5007/H𝛽 BPT diagrams for the spaxels in each selection,
respectively. In the top row, spaxels are coloured by their [Oiii]5007/H𝛽 ratio, while the bottom row is coloured by their [Sii]/H𝛼 distance from the Kewley et al.
(2001) demarcation line. The galaxy’s centre shows a clear contrast between high-ionisation H ii regions and the more diffuse emission. The core of the outflow in
NGC 4383 is ionised by star formation, while the contribution from shocked gas becomes more important outside the core as the spaxel colours transition from
blue through to white.

coloured by their [Sii]/H𝛼 distance from the Kewley et al. (2001)
demarcation line.

The BPT diagrams of the central region show structure, suggesting
that the most SW H ii region has a larger ionisation parameter (Kewley
et al. 2019) than the core and Northern regions. Spaxels across the
galaxy also show an interesting [Sii]/H𝛼 structure. The core of the
outflow in the NW and SE regions is ionised by star formation as
their [Sii]/H𝛼 and [Oiii]5007/H𝛽 ratios are bluer and sit to the left of,
and below, the Kewley et al. (2001) demarcation line. Further from
these star formation-dominated regions of the outflow the [Sii]/H𝛼

increases, but still generally consistent with photo-ionisation with
only the edges of the outflow hinting towards a possible ionisation
via shocks.

We use emission line ratios of the star formation-dominated regions
to estimate the gas-phase oxygen abundance of the ISM and quantify
the enrichment due to the outflow. We adopt two different metallicity
calibrations to ensure the robustness of our results. The first is the
calibration of Dopita et al. (2016), which uses the [Nii]6583, H𝛼,
and [Sii] lines. The second is the ‘Scal’ calibration from Pilyugin
& Grebel (2016), which uses the [Oiii], H𝛽, [Nii], and [Sii] lines,
and we use [Oiii] = 1.33[Oiii]5007 and [Nii] = 1.34[Nii]6583. To
highlight the spatial variation in log(𝑂/𝐻), we compute the difference
from the maximum value inside a 2-arcsec square at the galaxy’s
centre for each calibration, which is 12 + log(𝑂/𝐻) = 8.65 and 8.44,
respectively.

In the left panels Fig. 7, we show a spatial map of Δ log(𝑂/𝐻)

with the outflow contours overlaid, for all spaxels regardless of their
ionisation. Clearly, the metallicity of the gas decreases with increasing
distance from the central starburst. This decrease, however, is smaller
in the direction of the outflow-dominated regions compared to the
plane of the disc (aside from a few bright H ii regions), highlighting the
metal-enriched nature of the outflowing gas, and this trend is apparent
in both metallicity calibrations. Note that our contours defining the
outflow-dominated regions derived from the H𝛼 kinematics agree
well with the regions of elevated log(𝑂/𝐻), further supporting the
robustness of our spatial definition of the outflow.

To quantify these differences, we computed radial profiles using
5-arcsec wide pseudo-slits in different directions on the sky. The
disc-plane metallicity is traced with a slit along the major axis, and
to quantify the outflow regions, we use slits parallel to the minor
axis with major axis offsets of 0 and ±10 arcsec. Computing these
profiles we only use the star-formation dominated spaxels, defined as
those to the left of the Kewley et al. (2001) demarcation line in the
[Sii]/H𝛼 BPT diagram. In the right panels of Fig. 7, we show profiles
of Δ log(𝑂/𝐻) in 1-arcsec bins of circular, sky-plane radii expressed
in kpc and 𝑅50,𝑟 . Confirming what is visually apparent in the left
panels of Fig. 7, Δ log(𝑂/𝐻) remains larger in the outflow-dominated
regions while it drops sharply with radius within the disc. In both
panels, we show the average metallicity gradient for a galaxy with
a similar stellar mass to NGC 4383 from Poetrodjojo et al. (2021)
with a grey line, and the disc-slit radial profile agrees with these
average gradients for both prescriptions. At 3 𝑅50,𝑟 the difference in
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Figure 7. Metallicity gradients in the disc and outflow. The top two panels use the Dopita et al. (2016) metallicity calibration, while the bottom two use the
Pilyugin & Grebel (2016) ‘Scal’ calibration. Left: spatially resolved 12 + log(𝑂/𝐻 ) map of NGC 4383, normalised to the central metallicity, quoted in each
panel’s top right. Cyan contours highlight the outflow-dominated regions. Right: radial metallicity gradients aligned with the major axis (black line, grey slit in left
panel), the minor axis (blue) tracing the outflow centre, the outflow centre and ±10 arcsec (red and orange lines and slits). All radial profiles are normalised to the
central metallicity, and we show the typical radial gradient for a log(𝑀★/M⊙ ) ≈ 9.5 galaxy from Poetrodjojo et al. (2021) for each calibration with a grey line.
The main result of this figure is that the metallicity in the outflow remains elevated compared to the disc but is not more metal rich than the galaxy’s centre.

metallicity is ∼ 0.15 dex between the disc- and outflow-dominated
regions for the Dopita et al. (2016) calibration, while the Pilyugin &
Grebel (2016) ‘Scal’ calibration has a smaller difference of ∼ 0.09
dex. This difference is roughly consistent with the factor of 0.53
in relative variation between the two calibrations (Poetrodjojo et al.
2021). Interestingly, in no location do we see that the metallicity of
the outflow region is larger than the centre of the disc. Beyond 3
𝑅50,𝑟 , the metallicity in the disc shows evidence of flattening with
radius, which could be a signature of gas inflow (Bresolin et al. 2012)
that could be feeding the central starburst.

Last, we used the electron density-dependent [Sii] doublet to
constrain the effect of the outflow on the density of ISM. We adopt
the parameterisation from Kewley et al. (2019) assuming a metallicity
of 12 + log(𝑂/𝐻) = 8.53, which is roughly consistent with the value
in the galaxy’s centre. The electron density 𝑛e is only measurable in
the central, brightest region of the galaxy, and the maximum line ratio
of [Sii]6716/[Sii]6731 = 1.67 implies a maximum density of 𝑛e ∼
382 cm−3. However, within 280 pc (2.5 arcsec), the line ratio drops
below the low-density limit of 42 cm−3 ([Sii]6716/[Sii]6731 < 1.4)
and remains below this value throughout the rest of the datacube.

These results paint the picture of an outflow that is strongly star-
formation driven, is only moderately enriched compared to the disc,
and causes a rapid decrease in ISM density outside the central,
outflow-launching starburst.

3.5 Mass outflow rate and mass loading factor

Mass outflow rates are difficult quantities to estimate, particularly
when using ionised gas tracers, as we need to make several assumptions
about the gas temperature and density and the spatial distribution
of the gas within the assumed emitting volume. Further, the ionised
gas phase does not carry the majority of the mass in the outflow,
which is instead carried by the cooler phases (H i and molecular gas;
e.g., Martín-Fernández et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2020a,b; Rey et al.
2023). However, the current H i and molecular gas data are too low
spatial resolution to add additional constraints to the outflowing gas
mass. Thus, while we calculate ionised gas masses and outflow rates
for comparison with previous works, we preface this section with
the caveat that the derived numbers can have order-of-magnitude
uncertainties.
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The mass of ionised gas within the outflow-dominated regions can
be calculated as

𝑀 = 𝜇 𝑚H 𝑛p 𝛿𝑉, (1)

where 𝑚H is the Hydrogen mass and 𝜇 = 1.4 accounts for the Helium
abundance, 𝑛p is the number density of ionized hydrogen atoms, 𝛿
is the assumed volume filling factor of the gas, and 𝑉 is the volume
being considered. In the following, we assume 𝑛𝑝=𝑛𝑒, meaning that
the free parameters are 𝑛𝑒, 𝛿 and 𝑉 .

As our spatial coverage of the outflow is not uniform, we make
the simplifying assumption that the volume 𝑉 is given by the area of
a pixel or Voronoi bin multiplied by a line-of-sight emission path,
𝑉 = 𝐴 × 𝑙. Although the path length through a cone varies as a
function of its location and inclination, as we are averaging all the
outflow emissions, we assume an effective 𝑙 equal to the diameter of a
cylinder with the same volume as a biconical frustum. The base of the
outflow estimated in §3.3 has a radius of 0.85 kpc, and the maximum
height of the frustum above the disc traced by the NW outflow region
is 5.94 kpc. With this geometry (see Appendix A), the radius of the
frustum at this height is 4.28 kpc. The diameter of the cylinder with
a volume equal to this frustum is 5.5 kpc. and the total area of our
outflow-dominated regions is 24.4 kpc2, giving an effective volume
of 𝑉 = 134 kpc3.

Estimating the filling factor is more challenging. Milky Way ob-
servations suggest that the diffuse ISM has a volume filling factor
of ∼ 0.2 (Reynolds 1991), while H ii regions in local galaxies have
0.01−0.1 (Kennicutt 1984). Studies of the M 82 outflow report filling
factors in the range 10−3 − 0.1 (Yuan et al. 2023) and 10−4 − 10−3

(Xu et al. 2023b). Simulations by Kado-Fong et al. (2020) and Rathjen
et al. (2023) find that the warm ionised gas consistently has a volume
filling factor of 0.04 − 0.1. As the H𝛼 emission in outflows arises
from the mixing and cooling of the hot, volume-filling phase with
entrained, cooler ISM, we expect the observed H𝛼 emission to arise
from more diffuse gas on the boundaries of cold clouds and in their
mixed tails (e.g., Sparre et al. 2019; Gronke et al. 2022; Fielding &
Bryan 2022). Thus, here we assume a somewhat intermediate volume
filling factor of 𝛿 = 0.01, i.e., H𝛼 emitting gas makes up 1 per cent of
the considered volume. However, we acknowledge that this is a large
uncertainty in our mass estimate.

With assumptions on the outflow volume and gas filling factor set,
one of the most common approaches used to measure mass outflow
is to take advantage of the fact that the H𝛼 emission measure of the
outflowing gas is linked to both the average electron density along
the line of sight and the H𝛼 surface brightness of the gas outflow:

EM [cm−6 pc] =
∫

𝑛2
e d𝑙 =< 𝑛2

𝑒 > 𝐿 = 4𝜋
Σ𝐻𝛼

𝛼23ℎ𝜈𝐻𝛼
(2)

where < 𝑛2
𝑒 > is the average square electron density along the line-of-

sight emission path (𝐿) of the outflow, Σ𝐻𝛼 is the typical H𝛼 surface
brightness of the outflow and 𝛼23 is the effective re-combination
coefficient, assuming an electron temperature of 10,000 K and case
B recombination (1.17×10−13 cm3 s−1, Osterbrock 1989). We can
thus use Eq. 2 to estimate the average square electron density of the
outflow:

< 𝑛2
𝑒 > [cm−6] = 4𝜋

Σ𝐻𝛼

𝛼23ℎ𝜈𝐻𝛼𝐿
= 4.87 × 1017 Σ𝐻𝛼

𝐿
(3)

where 𝐿 is in parsec. With an average Σ𝐻𝛼 of the outflow
is 1.37×10−16 erg cm−2 s−1 arcsec−2 and 𝐿=5.5 kpc, we find
< 𝑛2

𝑒 >=1.2×10−2 cm−6. It is interesting to note that < 𝑛2
𝑒 > is

linked to 𝑛𝑒 of the medium (assumed to be constant) via the filling fac-
tor: 𝛿=< 𝑛2

𝑒 >/𝑛2
𝑒=< 𝑛𝑒 >/𝑛𝑒. As such, the value of 𝛿 here assumed

would imply an electron volume density ∼1.1 cm−3. This value is
consistent with the extrapolation to low SFR surface densities of the
relation obtained by Xu et al. (2023a) linking ΣSFR to n𝑒 (i.e., ∼2
cm−3).

We now have all the elements to calculate the outflow mass, and we
can re-write Eq. 1 in terms of < 𝑛2

𝑒 >, where the main free parameter
is the filling factor:

𝑀 = 𝜇 𝑚H 𝑉

√︃
< 𝑛2

𝑒 > 𝛿 = 5.1 × 107
( 𝑉

134 kpc3

) ( 𝛿

0.01

)0.5
[𝑀⊙]

(4)

We note that, when the gas electron density is known (e.g., using the
[Sii]6716/[Sii]6731 line ratio technique), Eq. 4 is usually re-written in
terms of just the H𝛼 surface brightness and the electron density, as the
filling factor can be fully derived from the observations (e.g., Xu et al.
2023b). In our case, the upper limit in electron density < 42 cm−3

makes this approach not stringent enough to give useful constraints
on the filling factor (𝛿 >7×10−6) and the outflow mass (𝑀>0.13×107

M⊙).
Assuming a constant outflow velocity and using the maximum

observed height above the disc, the integrated mass outflow rate is

¤𝑀out [M⊙ yr−1] = 1.76
( 𝑀

5.1 × 107 M⊙

) ( ℎ

5.94 kpc

) ( 𝑣out
200 km s−1

)
(5)

Once combined with the integrated UV+IR SFR = 1.02 M⊙ yr−1 of
NGC 4383, the mass loading factor is 𝜂M = 1.7. If we use instead the
SFR within the effective radius (𝑅50,𝑟 ) measured from our extinction-
corrected H𝛼 map, SFR = 0.76,M⊙ yr−1, we obtain 𝜂M = 2.3.
Considering the uncertainties involved, these values are comparable
to recent estimates of the ionised gas mass loading in nearby galaxies,
and consistent with literature scaling relations. For instance, for M 82
Yuan et al. (2023) find 𝜂M,M82 = 1.2 while Xu et al. (2023b) reports
𝜂M,M82 ∼ 0.5, Heckman et al. (2015) find an average 𝜂M = 2 in their
sample of local galaxies, and the SFR-based scaling relation of Xu
et al. (2022) predicts a value of 𝜂M = 4.2 for NGC 4383, although
they are more sensitive to neutral gas.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented the first results from the MUSE
and ALMA Unveiling the Virgo Environment (MAUVE) survey,
a new VLT/MUSE large program targeting Virgo cluster galaxies
to understand the impact of environmental mechanisms on galaxy
evolution. We have not used the ALMA data from the VERTICO
survey (Brown et al. 2021) in this work, instead, we demonstrated the
excellent MUSE data quality and focused our analysis on NGC 4383,
a gas-rich peculiar galaxy that hosts a massive outflow. Our main
results are as follows:

• NGC 4383 hosts a starburst-driven outflow. The ionised gas
outflow has an opening half-angle of 𝜃 = 25 − 35◦ and extends at
least to the spatial limit of our data, i.e. at least 5.9 kpc above the disc.

• The outflow emission has an average velocity of 𝑣out ∼
210 km s−1, with a maximum outflow velocity of 𝑣max ∼ 300 km s−1,
which agrees with expectations from empirical relations based on the
galaxy’s integrated stellar mass and SFR (see below).

• The outflow shows an interesting ionisation structure, where the
base and core of the cone are clearly consistent with photoionisation,
but the line ratios gradually get closer to a shock-ionised origin
towards the edge of the cone.

MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2023)
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• Using strong line metallicity calibrations, we find that the outflow
is metal-enriched compared to the disc but has lower metallicity than
the central starburst region.

• The mass outflow rate of the ionised gas integrated over the
outflow-dominated regions is estimated to be 1.9 M⊙ yr−1, corre-
sponding to a mass-loading factor of 𝜂M ∼ 1.7 − 2.3.

While NGC 4383 shares some similarities with the archetypal outflow
M 82, it differs in other ways, making it a useful addition to the list
of known outflows. Perhaps the property that sets it most apart from
other systems is its massive, regular H i disc that extends over four
times its 𝐵-band optical extent (Chung et al. 2009). This H i disc does
not show signs of strong interaction, unlike the known interacting
systems M 82 and NGC 839, making it hard to discern what triggered
the central burst of star formation that is driving the outflow. Chung
et al. (2009, see Fig. 21) note the presence of kinematic anomalies on
the Eastern side of the H i disc and suggest that perhaps NGC 4383
has recently undergone gas accretion. In this way, it would be similar
to Mrk 1486, which Cameron et al. (2021) suggested has gone under
a recent accretion event. However, only higher resolution H i data
may allow us to charachterise the full dynamical state of the gas disc
and unveil its origin.

NGC 4383 shows a biconical frustum geometry similar to most
other galaxies. The estimated opening half-angle (25◦ − 35◦) is
consistent with other galaxies hosting central starburst-driven outflows
across a range of stellar masses and SFRs, such as Mrk 1468, (∼ 30◦
McPherson et al. 2023), M 82 (∼ 25−30◦ Shopbell & Bland-Hawthorn
1998; Yuan et al. 2023) and NGC 839 (< 30◦ Rich et al. 2010).

Considering the physical conditions within the outflow-dominated
gas, NGC 4383 shows a similar ionisation structure to M 82 (Shopbell
& Bland-Hawthorn 1998) and NGC 839 (Rich et al. 2010). Namely, the
base and the core of the outflow are consistent with being photoionised
by recent, massive star formation, while emission line ratios get closer
to the limit between photoionisation and ionisation by shocks towards
the edges of the cone. Deriving the gas-phase metallicity from the
strong emission lines, we find that the outflow is metal-enriched but
not more so than the central star forming region or the disc. This
metallicity trend is an interesting contrast to Cameron et al. (2021),
who find the outflow from Mrk 1486 to be metal-enriched by∼ 0.2 dex
compared to the disc average. We note the important caveat that we
use strong line calibrations compared to the the 𝑇e-based method
used by Cameron et al. (2021), which can lead to different absolute
scalings. Furthermore, most of the metals in outflows are carried by
the hot (𝑇 > 106 K) gas phase. The ionised gas traced by these nebular
lines in outflows arises from this hot phase mixing with the lower
temperature and metallicity ISM entrained in the outflow. Thus, our
metallicities are a lower limit on the true metallicity of the hot phase.
However, we cannot say by how much, as this is strongly dependent
on the complex interplay of mixing on the mass loading and launching
conditions of outflows (e.g., Gronke & Oh 2018; Fielding & Bryan
2022).

Our derived outflow velocities are broadly consistent with expected
values from literature scaling relations based on NGC 4383’s stellar
mass (log(𝑀★/M⊙) = 9.44) and integrated (UV+IR) star formation
rate (log SFR [M⊙ yr−1] = 0.01, Leroy et al. 2019). Equation set
14 from Chisholm et al. (2015) gives 𝑣out values in the range 93 −
101 km s−1, lower than the observed values, while the calibrations
from Xu et al. (2022, from their Figure 9) give expected outflow
velocities of 𝑣out = 130 − 260 km s−1, consistent with our observed
values. Heckman & Borthakur (2016) calibrate their scaling relations
using 𝑣max, and for NGC 4383 the expected 𝑣max = 230−386 km s−1,
similarly consistent with our observed values.

Finally, our mass outflow rate and loading factor are within the
ranges expected from literature scaling relations. However, these are
definitely lower limits on the true mass outflow rate as the ionised
gas phase does not trace a significant fraction of the outflowing mass.
Instead, the colder, neutral gas phases entrained by the outflow carry
most of the mass, for which H i is a powerful tracer. Further work
combining our MAUVE cubes with CO(2-1) data from the VERTICO
survey and new MeerKAT H i observations will enable us to obtain a
more complete picture of NGC 4383 and better constrain the geometry
and mass loading factors of its outflow (e.g., Yuan et al. 2023).

There are clearly several challenges that remain in our understanding
of outflow physics. Spatially resolving outflows with multiwavelength
observations is key to make progress in this field, and this is becoming
increasingly possible with MUSE, MeerKAT and ALMA as we
increase our sample size of galaxies with outflows in the local
Universe.
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APPENDIX A: ASSUMED OUTFLOW GEOMETRY

Here, we show the equations used when constraining the geometry of
the outflow. In Fig. A1, we show a diagram of our assumed geometry,
a symmetric biconical frustum centered on the axis normal to the
stellar disc plane with opening half-angle 𝜃, observed at an inclination
of 𝑖. Using this geometry, the blueshifted and redshifted components
of the velocity along the line of sight are

𝑣b = −𝑣out cos 𝜙b (A1)
𝑣r = 𝑣out cos 𝜙r (A2)

where 𝜙b = 𝑖−𝜃 and 𝜙r = 𝑖+𝜃. Rearranging eq A1 for 𝑣out, substituting
into eq A2 and renaming 𝑅 = 𝑣r/(−𝑣b) we can write

𝑅 cos 𝜙b = cos 𝜙r. (A3)

Expanding the cosine terms using angle summation/difference, col-
lecting like terms, and simplifying

(1 + 𝑅) sin 𝑖 sin 𝜃 = (1 − 𝑅) cos 𝑖 cos 𝜃 (A4)

tan 𝑖 tan 𝜃 =
1 − 𝑅

1 + 𝑅
. (A5)

Assuming an inclination for the galaxy enables us to solve for the
opening half-angle:

𝜃 = arctan
( 1 − 𝑅

1 + 𝑅

1
tan 𝑖

)
, (A6)

and 𝑣out can then be calculated from eq A1 or eq A2.
It is useful to note that the relationship between radius and height

for a cone also holds for the frustum, once the height of the excluded
‘top’ (the smaller cone that would sit below the galaxy plane in this
geometry) is accounted for

tan 𝜃 =
𝑟𝑇

ℎ𝑇
=

𝑟𝐵

ℎ𝐵 + ℎ𝑇
. (A7)

Knowing the radius where the outflow launches from the disc (𝑟𝑇 )
lets us calculate the height of the removed ‘top’. Adding this to
the (inclination corrected) observed maximum vertical extent of the
outflow (ℎ𝐵) lets us calculate the radius at this height 𝑟𝐵. The volume
of the frustum is then given by

𝑉 =
1
3
𝜋ℎ𝐵 (𝑟2

𝐵 + 𝑟𝐵𝑟𝑇 + 𝑟2
𝑇 )

3. (A8)

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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Figure A1. Adopted geometry for the NGC 4383 outflow. Lower case subscripts (r and b) denote red- and blue-shifted velocity components. Upper case subscripts
are used to refer to the spatial geometry, with ‘B’ and ‘T’ indicating the base and the removed top of the frustum, respectively.
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